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Abstract
The diachronic  and synchronic approach to  language study was
first  introduced  by  Ferdinand  de  Saussure,  a  Swiss  scholar
considered by many as the father of modern linguistics, to refer to
two possible approaches to the study of any language. While the
diachronic  approach  refers  to  the  study  of  a  language  in  its
evolution  over  time,  the  synchronic  addresses  the  study  of  that
language at a particular point in time, usually in the present. In
this paper, we aim to undertake a synchronic study of the Kalaḅarị
language, a West African language spoken in the southern part of
Nigeria,  with  particular  reference  to  markers  which  express  the
concept of time through tense markers that indicate the past, the
present and the future. A specific area of interest is to observe how
speakers of Kalaḅarị, an ijoid language of the Niger-Congo family
whose basic  word order  is  Subject-Object-Verb (Harry,  2004: p.
15)  express  this  concept  in  relation  to  English,  a  germanic
language of the Indo-European family with a basic word order of
Subject-Verb-Object  (Finegan,  1987:  p.  78)  and  to  note  any
influences arising from it. This is of interest because English is the
official language of Nigeria and every Kalaḅarị speaker is expected
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to acquire it to be able to communicate effectively with the wider
world. 

Key words: Tense markers, Kalaḅarị, synchrony, word order, language
families.  

Introduction
The  expression  of  time  as  indicated  by  grammatical  tenses  in  various
languages point to time as a fluid concept, especially as it relates to the
speakers’  perception of the realities being described using linguistically
ascribed markers.  A pertinent case in point can be found among some
speakers  of  Ikwerre,  a  language  spoken mostly  in  a  geographical  area
called Rivers State in the southern part of Nigeria. In some dialects of the
Ikwerre  language,  there  is  only  one  lexical  term ‘ekile’  to  refer  to  the
concept of time in the past, yesterday, or time in the future, tomorrow. It is
therefore not unusual to hear a culturally well-integrated Ikwerre person
of that particular dialect saying in English “I will see you yesterday”, or “I
saw  you  tomorrow”.  Bernard  Comrie’s  (1985)  example  of  ways  of
expressing events in the past in the Turkish language may also be cited
here.  He  notes  that  there  are  two  ways  to  report  events  in  the  past
according to whether the narrator is the direct experience of the action or
he  observed  or  was  told  about  the  action.  This  may  well  serve  to
corroborate instances of linguistic relativity summed up in what has since
been known as  the  Sapir  -Whorf  hypothesis  to  the  effect  that:  1)  each
language  is  unique  and  describes  reality  in  accordance  with  its  own
experiences  of  the  world;  and  2)  we  perceive  reality  according  to  the
cultural  influences  and otherwise  of  our  indigenous  languages.  In  the
view  of  Edward  Sapir  (1929),  “No  two  languages  are  ever  sufficiently
similar to be considered as representing the same social reality.” And for
Benjamin Lee Whorf (1956): “we dissect nature along lines laid down by
our native languages.” 
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Since grammatical tenses are indicators of a language’s relationship with
events concerning the time-space continuum, it is important to define the
chosen approach for its study. In this paper, the Saussurean dichotomy of
synchrony as opposed to diachrony has been adopted to elucidate how the
phenomenon of events in the continuum of time is usually captured in the
Kalabari  language  at  the  present  time.  Other  Saussurean  dichotomies
(derived from the name of the foremost Swiss linguist of the 20 th Century,
Ferdinand de Saussure) include the other distinctions such as signifier (le
signifiant in  French)  and  signified  (le  signifié  in  French)  meaning  two
aspects of the same linguistic entity which constitute the linguistic sign;
langue (language as a collective, shared phenomenon) and parole (language
as individualized speech); as well as paradigmatic (interchangeable) and
syntagmatic (linear) relationships among words or lexemes in a linguistic
environment.  The  dichotomy  of  diachrony  and synchrony  describe  the
study  of  language  from  the  perspective  of  changes  over  time  in  the
language, or the state of a language at a given point in time, respectively.
For  us  in  this  paper,  we  have  adopted  the  synchronic  study  of  tense
markers as they occur at the present time in the Kalaḅarị language.

Brief Linguistic History of Kalaḅarị 
To have a comprehensive understanding of the position of Kalaḅarị in the
family of languages, a brief linguistic history may be required. According
to anthropological research conducted by Williamson and Blench (2000:
22), Kalaḅarị belongs to the Ijoid group of languages in the Niger-Congo
language family, specifically the East Ijo phylum, along with some other
languages  like  Ibani  (spoken  mainly  by  the  inhabitants  of  Bonny  and
Opobo in Rivers State), Kirike (spoken by those in Okrika and Ogu/Bolo
areas of Rivers State), Nembe (majority of the speakers can be found in
Bayelsa State), etc. They go on to state that the Ijoid group actually consists
of Defaka and Ijo to which Kalaḅarị belongs specifically. Dapper (2003: 2)
affirms that Kalaḅarị is one of the Ijaw (an Anglicized spelling of Ijo) tribes
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that live in the Niger-Delta region of Nigeria. A language tree which traces
the  position of  each  member  in  the  Ijoid  group is  here  reproduced to
further clarify our study:
                                                                    

                                                       PROTO-IJOID

                                  IJO                                                                      DEFAKA

              WEST                               EAST

        ORUMA             BISENI  
                        AKITA              IZON

                      AKAHA             NEMBE                                           NKORO
                    (AKASSA)
                                                       KIRIKE                                      IBANI
                                                      (OKRIKA)        KALAḄARỊ
                         

Grammatical Structure of Kalaḅarị
It  may be safe to say that the grammatical  structure of our indigenous
languages  influence  our  speech  habits  and  sometimes  shape  our
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perception  of  time-related  events  using  the  language,  a  view  already
echoed by Comrie (1985). After all, as Crystal (2010, p. 37) notes, grammar
is  the  way  we  make  sense  of  words.  We  shall  therefore  look  at  the
grammatical  structure  of  (modern)  Kalaḅarị in  relation  to  how  time
divisions are expressed in it using tense-markers. 
In our view, tense markers, or the tenses that indicate the time divisions of
events, are actually lexical morphemes that indicate a people’s linguistic
attitude  towards  the  concept  of  time.  They  could  be  described  as  a
reflection of how the speakers of the language perceive time delineations
through speech.  Grammatically,  however,  tense,  as  defined by Eneware
(2015, p. 42) refers to a category used in the description of verbs referring
primarily  to  the  way  the  grammar  of  the  language  marks  the  time  at
which the action denoted by it took place. This suggests that tense refers to
changes in verb forms to indicate time and action. Comrie (1985, p. 36)
gives a definition that correlates tense with time in his definition of tense
as the grammaticalisation of location in time.
Some questions could be posed at this point: is the language in question
observed  to  be  inflectional,  like  Latin  or  Arabic;  or  does  it  display  an
agglutinative  trait,  like  Japanese  or  Swahili;  or  perhaps  it  is  isolating
where, according to Crystal (2007: 295), the words are invariable with no
ends up? Could the language perhaps be said to be a combination of all
the types mentioned above? Describing Kalaḅarị, Harry (2004: 13) is of the
view that it is largely an isolating language. Our observation of the speech
habits  of  the  speakers  lead  us  to  say  that  the  language  can  also  be
described as agglutinative in certain instances. For example, to say ‘thank
you’, some Kalaḅarị writers (cf. Dapper (2010), Young-Harry (2002),) say:
‘Imiete’ literally meaning  ‘you have done well’,  while other writers  (cf.
Braide  (2013),  Harry  (2004))  say  ‘I  miete’.   In  the  latter  speech  act,  ‘I’
represents a separate grammatical category that means ‘you’ and can be
said to  be  isolating,  while  in  the  former  case,  ‘I’  forms one indivisible
lexical unit with the rest of the utterance in an agglutinative stance. It may
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however  be  instructive  to  mention  that  the  Kalaḅarị language  is  still
undergoing  standardization  processes  and  that  it’s  orthography  is  not
quite  uniform.  As  noted  by  Jenewari  (2011,  p.  24),  “most  users  of  the
language do not seem to have any…. system of orthographic conventions
to go by”.  Happily, however, a Kalaḅarị translation of the Bible has been
recently published and temporarily serves as a possible reference point for
a  suggested  orthographic  system  for  the  language.  We  say  ‘possible
reference  point’  because  quite  a  few published writers  of  the  Kalaḅarị
language like Dapper are not in agreement with some of the orthographic
conventions used in writing the language. A serious area of contention is
that the authors of the bible favour a written form of the language which
does not accurately portray its spoken form. In their view, it means that a
non-native learner of the language could be misled in his practice of the
language  in  real-life  speech  situations.  We  shall  try  to  provide  more
detailed  evidence  of  the  linguistic  implications/dimensions  of  any
particular orthographic representation.
Even though these typologies exist in the classification of languages, some
languages actually display features that fall in all three categories. Crystal
(2007, p. 295) provides a good illustration of English as one such through
the examples provided below:
 Isolating: The boy will ask the girl; the girl will ask the boy
Inflecting: The biggest boys have been asking questions
Agglutinating: Anti-dis-establish-ment-arian-ism
The Kalaḅarị language also displays similar typological features, though
to  a  less  frequently  occurring  extent.  We  may  cite  the  following  non-
standardized examples:
Isolating: Boma akpa fẹ tẹ (Boma has bought a bag)
Inflecting: Ḍụḅatẹye (A big thing) 
                  Ḍụḅatẹinye (The biggest thing) 

Agglutinating:  Ịrụa-kẹ-mẹnji-aru  (Solar  powered  car:  morphological
formation by Iyalla-Amadi in  Dapper,                 2016, p. 96)
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In  this  paper,  our  focus  is  the  grammatical  system  of  the  Kalaḅarị
language with particular reference to the tenses in it.   A good starting
point  might  be  the  verbs  in  the  language,  verbs  being  the  accepted
conveyors  of  action  in  any  language.  This  earns  them  the  informal
definition of verbs as ‘doing’ words. 
Let us restate at this juncture that the observed syntactic configuration of
the Kalaḅarị language in its basic word order is Subject-Object-Verb (SOV).
Dapper (2010: 15) adds that diacritical marks guide pronunciation in the
language and also serve to create some additional letters that do not exist
and, in fact, cannot be pronounced in the English language. These sounds
can be found in the following Kalaḅarị words:

 ḅ as in ḅoma (blessing)
 ị as in yefị (eat)
 ụ as in irụa
 ḍ as in ḍụḅa

Some other letters with diacritical marks do not exist in the Kalaḅarị form
in  English  but  can  be  identified  in  the  English  phonological  lexicon.
Words containing such letters, mostly vowels, are easily recognized and
can even accommodate English examples, viz:

 ẹ as in egg
 ọ as in orange or awful

The implication of the linguistic feature of basic word order configuration
in the Kalaḅarị language is that time is expressed post-nominally in it and
present actions are expressed in a continuous manner. For example, while
English, which is an SVO (Subject-Verb-Object) language says: ‘I eat’, in a
conclusive manner in the present, the Kalaḅarị person will say: ‘a yefị ar’
or ‘a fị ar’ to mean ‘I am eating’ in a present continuous sense. To the best
of our observation, the language does not support the simple present tense
as  it  exists  in  English,  the  present  tense  being  almost  always  in  a
continuous state. 
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It  may be necessary to  mark a  pause at  this  point  in order to  address
certain grammatical issues that were mentioned earlier on in this paper.
This is particularly in connection with the orthographic convention that
will  be observed in  the present  paper in  writing Kalaḅarị.  We tend to
agree with the views of authors like Dapper that the written form of the
language should be largely representative of its spoken form. A pertinent
example would be the written form of Yoruba, a kwa sub-group of the
same Niger-Congo language family as Kalaḅarị. In Yoruba, contractions
and elisions serve to reflect oral speech and thus make it easier to learn the
language.  Some  salient  examples  from  Bamgbose  (1986),  a  leading
authority in Yoruba grammar, may suffice:

 Ki l’orukọ ẹ? ( oral form of: Kini orukọ rẹ)
 S’are ma bo. (oral form of: Sa ere ma abọ)
 Mo njẹ’un lọwọ (mo njẹ ounjẹ lọwọ )

This point is important to explain the adopted orthography in this work
which  may  conflict  with  that  of  some  other  written  literature  in  the
language. As noted by scholars like Jenewari, literate speakers who are
fluent in the language are yet to agree on a uniform convention to adopt
although there are many suggestions. We would like our adopted format
in this paper to also be considered as one of the proposed suggestions.
 It  is instructive to note that two Kalaḅarị authors Dawari (2003:7) and
Dapper (2016: 14)  give the same examples to illustrate both the simple
present tense and the present continuous tense respectively: ‘. 

- á mangị-ar (she runs); Present simple form
- á mangị-ar (she is running) Present continuous form (Braide, 2003,

p.7)
- ‘a fin-ar’ (I fly) Present tense
- ‘a fin-ar’ (I am flying). Present continuous tense (Dapper, 2016, p.

14)
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 In  actual  fact,  these  sentences  have  been  deconstructed  and
reconstructed to fit into the SVO pattern of the English language. The
correct literal translation to illustrate our case in this paper would read
as follows:

‘A yefị-ar’’  meaning: *I something eating
‘A mangị-ar meaning *She running is
‘A fin-ar’ meaning *I flying am. 
This manner of expressing the present in a continuous state could be an
indication that  the Kalaḅarị people are  ‘doing’ people who do not  see
actions as conclusive but rather always open to further deliberations. We
recognize however that this assertion could form the basis of a sociological
study  of  the  speech  pattern  of  the  Kalaḅarị people  which  is  not  the
premise of the present paper. 
*Grammatically incorrect sentences in English 

Time Markers in Kalaḅarị
In  this  section,  we  use  the  term  ‘time  marker’  and  ‘tense  marker’
interchangeably. This is because tenses are generally indicators of when
events occur, occurred or are about to occur in Kalaḅarị. Braide (2003:7-8)
identified seven tenses that mark time in the language. He however used
the term ‘form’ to indicate the tense being described (it is interesting that
his examples appear in the agglunitative form):
 Present Simple Form (mangịarị – run/runs);  
Present Continuous Form (mangịarị - running)
Present Perfect Form (mangịtẹẹ – have/has run)
Past Simple Form (mangịm - ran)
Past  Continuous  Form  (mangịarị  ogbo  –  was/were  running)  (while  is
implied) 
Past Perfect Form (mangịtẹ so – had run
Future  Tense  (He  calls  this  Affirmative  Futuristic  Form):  (mangị  ḅa  –
shall/will run)
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In a more recent work, Dapper (2016: 14) identified only six tenses in the
language, leaving out the Past Continuous Form identified by Braide. They
are:
Present Tense: (A fin-ar – I fly)
Present Continuous Tense: (A fin-ar – I am flying) 
Future Tense: (A fin-ḅa – I shall fly) 
Perfect Tense: (A fin-tẹ – I have flown)
Past Tense: (A finm – I flew)
Past Continuous Tense: (A fin simem – I was flying)

A morphological comparison of the time markers used by the two authors
above  reveal  some  salient  points  about  the  structure  of  the  Kalabari
language.  First  is  the  fact  that  while  Dapper’s  tabulation  portrays  the
language as isolating (fin arị, fin ḅa, fin tẹ; except for the Past Tense, finm),
Braide’s classification shows the language as inflecting (mangịarị, mangịḅa,
mangịtẹ,  mangịm);  and  second  is  the  fact  that,  in  both  tabulations,  the
distinction between the present tense and the present continuous tense is
only portrayed in their English equivalents. In the language itself, they are
represented by the same time marker -ar.  This might be a pointer to the
fact  that  the  language  speakers  often  situate  events  in  the  present
continuous  mode  and  perceive  events  as  ‘happening  now’.  This
impression  is  further  buttressed  by  the  iterative  nature  of  many
expressions in the language. For example, a language scene that can help
distinguish between the two forms could go thus:
Speaker A: Ị tụḅọ, ọ mangị-ar? (Your son, does he run?)
Speaker B: In, ọ mangị-ar. (Yes, he runs.)
Speaker A: Nd’ori? (Where is he?) 
Speaker B: Anie ori, ọ mangị arị (There he is, he is running)
(It is important to mention that duplication also portrays the present tense
in the language,
 e.g: : Ị tụḅọ, ọ mangị mangị ? to mean, does your son run?) 
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We therefore see that it is the context that creates the distinction in tenses,
basically the markers of both sections of time are represented by the same
marker  in  the  language.  Is  this  indicative  of  a  lexical  paucity  in  the
language or of an ideative lacuna in the minds of the speakers? A case in
point would be Benjamin Lee Whorf’s observation of the lack of tenses to
mark time in the Hopi language and his conclusion that Hopi has “no
words, grammatical forms, construction or expressions that refer directly
to what we call time”. This is actually a case of linguistic relativity which
can be said to apply to the Kalabari people too. Whereas the Kalabari have
definite  morphological  morphemes  to  distinguish  between the  present,
past and future, they can be said to dwell more in a continuous mode in
the  present,  and  so  express  actions  in  an  on-going  manner,  using
contextual palliatives to clarify the speech act.
Iterative functions 
Another pointer to the synchronic status of the Kalabari language is the
iterative form of the verbs in the language. This can be a feature it shares
with the Yoruba language, though the latter is an S-V-O language, and as
such is syntactically closer to the English language. Bamgbose (1986: 26)
refers to this feature as habitual tense. It is basically a feature characterized
by partial or full reduplication of the lexical item. This has the effect of
stressing the immediacy of the action being described. For example:
Ọ mangị mangịm – He (usually) runs. 
Ọ mangị-ar – he is running
A ye fįfįm – I (usually) eat. 
A ye fị-ar – I am eating. 
Wa ẹkwẹn kwẹm – We (usually) talk 
Wa ẹkwẹn-ar – We are talking
A fịye sọ sọm –She usually cooks
A fịye sọ-ar – She is cooking
A  verb  with  an  iterative  function  can  also  express  the  future  as
demonstrated by the following Kalaḅarị proverb:
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Jene ododo gbọn tẹ bọ, ọsọmọnịmọnị ẹrị sọ, mangị mangịm (He who has been
bitten by a snake, will run when he sees a skink – Once bitten twice shy).
A synchronic study of the verbs in the language therefore points to the fact
that the Present tense is actually denoted by the repetition of an action first
expressed by the verb. Some modern-minded Kalabari speakers (Ngiangia
et al, 2015: 7) exploited this iterative aspect of the language to develop a
simplified counting system in it. The prevailing counting system (which,
hopefully,  may  soon  form  the  diachronic  framework  of  the  language),
involves  adding  to  and  then  subtracting  from  objects  to  be  counted,
especially in numerals greater than ten. For example, counting from 10 to
twenty in the language is represented by Dapper (2003, p.343) thus: 
10 – Ati 
11 – oyi gberie finji (add 1 to 10)
12 – oyi maị finji
13 – oyi tẹrẹi finji
14 – ngẹ fa ji
15 – jeyi
16 – ini fa si
17 – tẹrẹi fa si  
18 – maị fa si
19 – gberie fa si
20 – si
The  above  counting  system  is  not  only  irregular  but  also  culturally
diachronic. The system proposed by Ngiangia et al (2015, p.7) which can
be said to be in keeping with the modern metric system with a base of ten,
goes thus: 
10 – oyi
11 – oyi gberie finji
12 – oyi maị finji
13 – oyi tẹrẹį finji 
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14 – oyi ini finji test in Kalabari language no one can afford to fail - too
revolutionary
15 – oyi sono finji 
16 – ini fa maa oyi
17 – tẹrẹi fa maa oyi
18 – main fa maa oyi
19 – gberie fa maa oyi
20 – maa oyi
In this optic, the more current term  oyi is retained for ‘ten’ and so it forms
a regular  pattern with ‘twenty’  as  in  maa oyi  (two ‘tens’).  The iterative
marker  ‘finji’  forms  a  regular  continuum  up  to  15,  while  the  iterative
particle  ‘fa’  continues  the  regular  continuum  up  to  19.  Thereafter,  the
decimals of ten are added to the base of whole numbers for uniformity in
the numbering system. They thus propose: 
10 – oyi
20 – maa oyi.   two tens (do not cancel the existence of twenty). 
30 – tẹra oyi.  three tens (do not cancel the existence of thirty). 
40 – inia oyi. Four tens (do not cancel the existence of forty). Etc
50 – sọnọa oyi
60 – Sonioa oyi
70 – Sọnọma oyi
80 – niinea oyi
90 – esenia oyi
100 – ọndira
It is important to state that the above is still a proposal that needs to be
presented to  the  authentic  speakers  of  the  language in  well-publicised
fora. Any new lexical items or new linguistic configurations to a people
must  receive  their  approval  and  acceptance  since  the  speakers  are  the
ultimate users of the language. As a Kalaḅarị proverb aptly expresses it:
Gbọrubọ ngẹri inetẹ fiye sọ ama pri bi-aa.   (No one person can adequately feed a
whole town).
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Adverbial Markers of Time as Tense Markers 
As mentioned earlier in our introduction, some languages adopt the same
terms  as  indicators  of  future  and  past  events.  The  example  of  some
dialects  of  the  Ikwerre  language  was  cited  whereby  the  lexeme ‘ekile’
denotes the adverbial  marker of the past,  ‘yesterday’,  and of the future
‘tomorrow’. To differentiate between these two time delineations, the tense
of the verb becomes pertinent to identify the particular delineation of time
being referred to. This is actually a linguistic lacuna that only manifests
through  translation  as  there  are  other  contextual  palliatives  in  the
language that could elucidate the time of the action the speaker has in
mind. In other words, when the speaker inadvertently says in English, ‘I
saw you tomorrow’, his interlocutor can infer from the tense of the verb
that he means the adverbial marker of time past,  yesterday;  although, it
would also be possible to interpose the tense marker of the past ‘was’ with
that of the future ‘will  see’,  and infer that  the speaker is referring to a
future action.
In Kalaḅarị, adverbial markers of time as they relate to the past, present
and future are expressed by  ḅịẹịn (yesterday),  mịmgba  (today),  and  ḅaa
(tomorrow). While these can be used to indicate the designated period of a
speech act, they do not always affect or reflect the tense of the verb used to
express such actions. They do not affect the tense in that the  form of the
verb may remain unchanged though expressing an action in the past; and
they do not reflect the tense of the verb in that the verb may continue to be
expressed  in  the  present  tense.  The  sentences  below  could  serve  as
illustrations for the points being made:

- Nwę pembe sakį, ḅịẹịn, wa yefị-ar  . 

A  literal  translation  of  the  above  sentence  would  be:  “By  this  time
yesterday, we are eating*.”
Of  course,  a  native  speaker  who  speaks  English  fluently  would
immediately translate it to say: 
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“By this time yesterday, we were eating” to suit the grammatical structure
of the English language. 
However, if one takes a closer look at the examples provided by Braide
(2003),  and  later,  by  Dapper  (2010),  one  would  observe  that  the
syntagmatic  phrase  wa  yefi-ar  (we’re  eating) (which  demonstrates  a
syntagmatic  relationship  in  Saussurean  discourse)  is  categorized  as  an
utterance in the Present Tense.
In the same vein, the adverbial marker of time in the future can also be
observed not to affect the tense of the verb as it occurs in the following
sentence:

- Ḅaa, mi ḅiri, wa ori na ẹkwẹn-ar. (We’ll be talking with him by this
time tomorrow)

Again,  a  literal  translation  of  the  above  sentence  reads:  “By  this  time
tomorrow,  we are speaking with him”.  While  the structure of  Kalabari
admits the use of the verb in this way, a fluent speaker in both Kalabari
and English would automatically  translate  the sentence into English to
say: “By this time tomorrow, we will be speaking with him.”
 Ultimately, the grammar of any language will have to be tailored to reflect
how the lexical items in that language behave when used by its speakers.
It may be pertinent to heed Bamgbose’s (1986:2) caution at this point about
using the  grammar of  another  language as  the  basis  for  analyzing the
grammatical structure of a given language. For example, he was able to
show that the gender classification of feminine nouns bearing the pronoun
‘she’ and masculine nouns having the gender ‘he’ in English, cannot apply
to  Yoruba  where  all  nouns  are  referred  to  by  the  pronoun  ‘όό  ‘,   i.e.
‘he/she/it’.  The  same  observation  could  apply  to  Kalaḅarị where  the
Present Tense and the Present Continuous Tense do not fall into the neat
categories of the English language grammar. It should therefore be taken
that verbs that express actions in the present in Kalaḅarị correspond to the
Present Continuous Tense in English.
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A morphological study reveals that, specifically in Kalaḅarị, to express an
action in the past,  the morphemes  –tẹ,  and  –m,  serve as indicators.  An
adverbial  marker  of  time  may  or  may  not  accompany  the  action  so
described by the verb. Thus, we have sentences like:

- Ḅịẹịn, a yefịm. (Yesterday, I ate)
- Wa ẹfẹrẹ sịkịrị tẹ. (We have washed plates)

In the sentences above, it could be argued that the adverbial marker of
time in the first sentence restricts the specificity of the action to a given
time  frame.  Whereas  the  second sentence  denotes  an  action  using  the
perfect tense, the addition of  ḅịẹịn (yesterday) to it will restrict the same
action to the simple past tense and change the hitherto elasticity of time to
say in  a precise manner: 

- Ḅịẹịn, wa ẹfẹrẹ sịkịrịm (Yesterday, we washed plates) 

For actions in the future, the morpheme –ḅa serves as a tense marker for
the verbal group denoting the action. Bamgbose (1986, p. 18) defines the
verbal group as a word or a group of words which can stand as predicate
of a clause. Interestingly, in Kalaḅarị, the lexeme denoting the adverbial
marker of time in the future is Ḅaa. And so we have sentences like:

- Ḅaa, a fẹ mu ḅa (Tomorrow, I will go to the market) 
- A bo i diki ḅa, ḅaa (I will come and visit you tomorrow)

It  should  however  be  noted  that,  unlike  the  case  for  grammatical
expressions of actions that take place in the past, the adverbial marker is
not required to  express  an action in the future tense.  The sense of  the
future  is  implicit  in  any  statement  that  contains  the  tense  marker  -ḅa
(shall/will). Thus:
A fẹ mu ḅa (I will go to the market) can be distinguished from A fẹ mu tẹ (I
have gone to the market) or A fẹ mum (I went to the market)
A bo i diki  ḅa (I will come and see you)  can be distinguished from  A bo i
dikitẹ (I have come to see you) or A bo i dikim (I came to see you)
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thanks  to  the  presence  of  the  morphemes  -ḅa, -tẹ  and  –m  which  are
indicators of actions in the future and past respectively. 

Syntactic Differences and Influences
It has already been mentioned that the Kalaḅarị language is syntactically
S-O-V, meaning that, in positive declarative sentences, the subject precedes
the object which precedes the verb. In describing the sentence word order
of  Izọn,  an  ijoid  language,  Eneware  (2015,  p.52)  states  that  the  Izọn
sentence starts with a subject and ends with a verb in the final position
with the object  in between.  This  describes the word order in Kalaḅarị,
which equally an ijoid language, as the following examples will show:

- Boma oḅori ḅam (Boma killed a goat)
S -       O -    V 

- Iḅinaḅo okro fẹm (Ibinabo bought shoes)
S   -        O    -   V

- Songọ inji pẹịm (Songo ate some fish)
S  -      O -   V

As  mentioned earlier  in  our study,  English is  a  language in  Kalaḅarị’s
linguistic environment which, arising from its official status in the country,
represents the speakers’ contact with the wider world. English is of the
Germanic  phylum of  the  Indo-European  language  family  with  a  basic
word  order  that  is  S-V-O,  meaning  that  the  subject  precedes  the  verb
which precedes  the object  in  simple declarative sentences.  Our interest
here is  to  note if  this  syntactic  difference has an influence on Kalaḅarị
speakers in their acquisition or otherwise of this Indo-European language
they often have to contend with.
The  sentences  given  above  to  illustrate  the  sentence  order  in  Kalabari
make perfect sense to the native Kalaḅarị locutor and appear in an order
recognized  by  him  or  her  in  normal  speech.  However,  an  attempt  to
translate the sentences directly into English while retaining the word order
in Kalaḅarị, gives sentences like:
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- *Boma goat killed
-  *Ibinabo shoes bought
- *Songo fish ate

For these sentences to be acceptable, and indeed, properly understood by
the native English speaker, they have to be rendered in a form that obeys
the syntactic rules of that language, basically the S-V-O format. Thus, to
qualify to be called English sentences, they have to be rewritten thus:

- Boma killed a goat
S -       V   -     O

- Ibinabo bought a pair of shoes
S -           V   _    O

- Songo ate some fish 
S -       V -   O

Some differences are immediately evident in the first two translations. The
first  sentence  in  Kalaḅarị reveals,  through  literal  translation,  that  the
indefinite  article  ‘a’ appears  to  be  optional  since  its  absence  does  not
impede  comprehension  and  is,  in  fact,  grammatically  correct  in  the
language.  The second sentence shows that  the plural  case need not  be
reflected in Kalaḅarị to be understood as such, whereas in English it must
be  specified  to  qualify  as  correct.  In  fact,  this  calls  to  mind  Noam
Chomsky’s  discourse  on  grammaticality  in  his  seminal  work,  Syntactic
Structures (1957) where he defined a grammatical sentence as that which is
intuitively  “acceptable  to  a  native  speaker”  and  pronounced  with  a
“normal sentence intonation” (1957, p. 13). The third sentence displays the
presence of  the partitive article in English which is  absent in Kalaḅarị,
although adjectival partitives exist to indicate the size of fish being eaten, a
little fish (kala inji) or a big fish (opu inji).
Some similarities can be noticed however.  Basically,  one can see that in
spite of the difference in syntactic configuration, the morpheme indicating
the past tense marker in Kalaḅarị -m is attached to the verbs in the three
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sentences, much in the same way that –ed forms a morphemic part of killed
in the first English sentence to indicate the past tense. The three verbs used
in the three sentences appear to reveal a peculiar grammatical fact about
the  two  languages  in  question,  and  this  is  that  the  verbs  in  Kalaḅarị
display a regularity in their form that requires just the attachment of a
tense-bearing morpheme to indicate an action in the past. Hence the three
verbs in Kalaḅarị: ḅa (present) ḅam (past); fẹ (present) - fẹm (past); pẹi(present)
- pẹim(past).. The English verbs, on the other hand, display an irregularity
in  their  form to  indicate  actions  in  the  past.  This  phenomenon can  be
observed in two out of the three verbs cited in English: kill (present) killed
(past); buy (present) – bought (past); eat (present)- ate (past). 
For us in this study, some of the syntactic differences highlighted could
result  in  Kalaḅarị native  speakers,  especially  young  children,  having
difficulty to understand concepts being taught in English as opposed to
being taught in their native language. The implication is that being fluent
in Kalaḅarị could be an impediment to early fluency in English arising
from the difference in syntactic structures. This would be most evident if
the teacher chooses to use the grammar-translation method as a teaching
method.  Fromkin  and Rodman  (1998,  p.  349)  specify  that  the  method
requires that a learner memorizes words, inflected words, and syntactic
rules, and uses them to translate from English to the indigenous language
and vice versa. One can already envisage the linguistic challenges such a
method would pose to learners who have to contend with two languages
with two distinct syntactic configurations! 
Also,  although  Kalabari  shares  the  inflecting  feature  of  a  suffixal
attachment of the past tense marker to the base of verbs as in kill – killed in
English,  the irregularity of  this  feature in the English language and its
regularity in Kalaḅarị can pose a problem to Kalaḅarị speakers wishing to
learn English. Just when the young locutor is getting used to forms like:
kill killed; look- looked; talk- talked;  he/she suddenly encounters words like:
buy-  bought;  eat-  ate;  tell-  told;  think-  thought;  etc.,  In  the  child’s  native
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language, these same verbs would still retain their regular morphological
forms of:  ḅa-  ḅam (kill  – killed);  ḍiki-  ḍikim(look  – looked) ;  ẹkwẹn-  ẹkwẹnm
(talk – talked); fẹ- fẹm (buy – bought); pẹi- pẹim (eat – ate); ḍụko- ḍụkom (tell –
told); kuroma- kuromam (think – thought); etc. This highlights another aspect
of  Chomsky’s  definition  of  a  grammatical  sentence  as  one  that  is
“recall[ed] much more quickly” and learn[ed] much more easily.” (1957,
p.16).   

Conclusion 
In this paper, we have attempted to demonstrate that tense-markers can
also serve as markers of actions that take place in the distant or immediate
past, in the immediate present or in the near or distant future. Sometimes,
these markers are deictic,  meaning that they depend on the situational
context of utterances made for their comprehension. 
We were also able to identify some adverbial  markers of time as tense
markers, to the extent that they serve to situate speech without inflecting
the verbs that denote action. Sentences such as:

- Nwę pembe sakį, ḅịẹịn, wa yefị-ar (We were eating by this that yesterday) 
- Ḅaa, mi ḅiri, wa ori na ẹkwẹn-ar.(We will be talking by this tomorrow) 

in which the tense of the verbs is in the present but the adverbial markers
(in bold) serve to give the sense of the event being described in the past (1 st

sentence), or in the future (2nd sentence), serve as illustrations.
It can be said that the concept of time, especially as it pertains to time in an
elastic continuum where events are always on-going in the present, is well
reflected by the tense-markers employed by the language users. We are of
the opinion that the notion of grammaticality as enunciated by Chomsky
can be observed in what constitutes grammatically correct sentences at the
syntactic  level  as  regards  the  word  order  in  Kalaḅarị and  English
respectively.
We have also tried to take into account the elucidations of the Sapir-Whorf
Hypothesis to the effect that the grammatical structure of Kalaḅarị has an
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incidence  on  perceptions  of  native  speakers,  although not  to  the  same
extent as in our quoted example of the Ikwerre dialect where the transfer
of the adverbial time marker into English results in noticeable warps in the
time-space continuum.
Finally, arising from our observations in differences at various linguistic
levels  in  both  Kalaḅarị and  English,  i.e.  syntactic,  morphological  and
lexicological,  we  believe  that  the  grammar-translation  should  be  used
minimally,  if  at  all,  when  teaching  young  learners  to  acquire  English
which has the status of the country’s official language.
The present study is by no means exhaustive, it  merely serves to draw
attention to an area of linguistic concern that may ultimately have positive
consequences  on  second  language  acquisition  for  indigenous  Kalaḅarị
speakers  who  find  themselves  as  concerned  members  of  a  pluralistic
society.   
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